
How Entle Core™ reduces risk with proven technologies 
What is Entle Core™? 

On the basis of over a decade in the web 
development industry, Entle has developed a mature, 
risk-reducing, and highly performant website 
architecture called Entle Core™. Websites built with 
Entle Core™ are heavily optimised for performance, 
SEO, and ultimately, conversion.

To achieve this, Entle Core™ combines a serverless 
hosting architecture with the JAMstack (JavaScript, 
APIs, and markup) pattern.

The key elements of Entle Core™ are:

• Serverless hosting using AWS S3 storage and AWS 

Cloudfront CDN, and AWS Lamda to provide 
dynamic functionality;




• A static site generator named Eleventy, with special 

build optimisations;

• A Continuous Integration / Continuous 

Deployment (CI/CD) pipeline running on GitHub, the 
same platform used for an Entle Core™ website’s 
version control;


• A headless content management system (CMS). 
By default Entle Core™ websites come with Netlify 
CMS, but they can integrate with other headless 
CMSes like Contentful or third-party APIs.


Serverless: the next step for the web 

While terms like “serverless” and “the JAMstack” 
may seem newfangled, they are in fact well-
established technologies deployed in a fresh way. 
Serverless computing traces its origins to Google’s App 
Engine, released in 2008, with AWS Lamda’s launch in 
2015 representing a big step to wide adoption. Elastic 

cloud computing had become well-established, and 
serverless computing took that a step further to make 
elastic infrastructure even more accessible.

In contrast to a constantly-running server or elastic 
server group that responds to visitor requests (either 
using bare-metal physical machines, virtual machines, 
or containers), serverless functions use cloud native 
systems’ inherent elasticity to consume resources on 
demand and in a fully abstracted manner. Server 
management is abstracted to the cloud provider’s 
expert team, in the same way that they are responsible 
for all their other cloud infrastructure (e.g. in AWS’ 
case, the underlying infrastructure for EC2, EKS, Aurora 
or Redshift). This significantly reduces the DevOps 
workload on the website developer and thereby 
reduces the risk associated with designing, testing, and 
maintaining one’s own server setup.

Serverless is the next step in the evolution of 
website infrastructure, from bare-metal, to virtual 
machines, to containers. By combining serverless 
storage like AWS S3 and a CDN like Cloudfront to host 
a website’s HTML and static assets, with serverless 
functions like AWS Lamda to provide dynamic 
functionality, websites become more scalable, secure, 
robust, and risk-reducing.

Serverless infrastructure is widely used to support 
enterprise applications. Netflix makes wide use of it, 
as does Coca-Cola, Nordstrom, Braun, and many 
others. With the reduction in DevOps complexity and 
technical risk that it brings, serverless is becoming a 
more and more obvious choice for enterprises looking 
to create robust web infrastructure.


JAMstack: a new take on the familiar


JAMstack is a new pattern for creating modern 
websites. Its key innovation is that it brings together 
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(i) pre-rendered (“statically generated”) website 
content, hosted on serverless storage and/or a CDN, 
with (ii) headless, often API-driven CMSes, as well as 
(iii) serverless functions or microservices to provide 
dynamic functionality (e.g. user authentication and lead 
capture). The decoupled nature of JAMstack websites 
is their superpower, making them robust, trivial to 
scale, and much easier to maintain than websites 
hosted on traditional architecture.

While the JAMstack is an innovative new way to 
combine technologies, the actual technologies 
underlying it are nearly as old as the web itself:

• The [J]avaScript language, which is nearly 25 years 

old, but has stayed relevant and is now a modern 
language used on both the frontend (in the browser) 
and the backend (using NodeJS);


• [A]PIs, to fetch content and other data from CMSes 
and third-party data sources, e.g. a website’s 

comments service, a stock tracker, or a cloud image 
processing service; and


• [M]arkup, simply describing HTML5 web page 
markup.


A range of new services have shot up to provide all-
in-one, “everything-as-a-service” (CI/CD, hosting, DNS, 
etc.) JAMstack platforms. Among the most popular are 
Netlify and Vercel.

While these platforms offer unmatched integration, 
Entle has chosen to stay with proven services like 
AWS S3, Cloudfront, and Lamda for the forseeable 
future. This is not only because they still offer superior 
performance and reliability, but also because they are 
battle-proven in enterprise settings.

By marrying the innovative JAMstack pattern with 
AWS’ tried-and-tested infrastructure, Entle Core™ 
websites benefit from the latest web innovations, while 
still getting the reliability of industry heavyweights like 
AWS S3, Cloudfront, and Lamda. 




How does your website infrastructure compare to Entle Core™? 



For qualifying companies, Entle offers a free audit of your current website infrastructure and software to see how 
it compares to that of an Entle Core™ website. Get the full picture on performance, scalability, reliability, and risk 
before deciding whether the comission a new website. To get started, please fill out the form at entle.co/book-call/. If 
your company qualifies, Entle will reach out with next steps.
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